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Versioning links are not made explicit in results of SWSE
systems.

SWSE systems do not provide support for the users in
exploring/browsing versions of ontologies.

It is an important part of supporting the users in ontology
searching that such systems should be able to identify
ontology versions.



Problem

How to automatically identify ontology versions in large
ontology repositories?

We reformulated the problem as follows:

How to select pairs of ontologies as candidate versions?

How to decide whether the candidate pairs are version or not?



How To Select Candidate Version of Ontologies?

The starting point is: versioning information is often
encoded in the identifier of the ontologies (their URIs) using a
variety of conventions and formats (versioning information
patterns).
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Class A: version information expressed by one number:
1 http://www.vistology.com/ont/tests/student1.owl;
2 http://www.vistology.com/ont/tests/student2.owl;

1 http://160.45.117.10/seweb/werdf/genrate timestamp 1176978024.owl
2 http://160.45.117.10/seweb/werdf/genrate timestamp 1178119183.owl;

Class B: version information expressed by two numbers

1 http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/projects/semdis/sweto/testbedv1.1.owl

2 http://lsdis.cs.uga.edu/projects/semdis/sweto/testbedv1.4.owl

1 http://loki.cae.drexel.edu/ wbs/ontology/2003/02/iso-metadata

2 http://loki.cae.drexel.edu/ wbs/ontology/2003/10/iso-metadata

Class C: version information expressed by three numbers

1 http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/ontologies/ka2-onto-2000-11-07.daml

2 http://ontobroker.semanticweb.org/ontologies/ka2-onto-2001-03-04.daml
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For example, the URIs:

URIi= http://loki.cae.drexel.edu/ wbs/ontology/2003/10/iso-metadata

URIj= http://loki.cae.drexel.edu/ wbs/ontology/2004/01/iso-metadata

are sequenced in the following way:
http://loki.cae.drexel.edu/ wbs/ontology/ ‖ 2003 ‖ / ‖ 10 ‖ /iso-metadata
http://loki.cae.drexel.edu/ wbs/ontology/ ‖ 2004 ‖ / ‖ 01 ‖ /iso-metadata



How To Decide Whether The Candidates Are
Versions Or Not?

The starting point is: we define a set of attributes that
characterised ontology versions. Based on these, we applied
and compared the performances of three Machine Learning
Classifiers:

Support Vector Machine

Decision Tree

Naive Bayesian



Set Of Attributes: 1) Length of Chain

An example:
{(testbedV1.1.owl, testbedV1.3.owl), (testbedV1.3.owl, testbedV1.4.owl) }

the chain of ontology versions is

{testbedV1.1.owl, testbedV1.3.owl, testbedV1.4.owl} => LC = 3
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An example:
{(testbedV1.1.owl, testbedV1.3.owl), (testbedV1.3.owl, testbedV1.4.owl) }

the chain of ontology versions is

{testbedV1.1.owl, testbedV1.3.owl, testbedV1.4.owl} => LC = 3

Definition 1 (Ontology Chain) Given set of pairs of ontologies
{(Oi ,Oj), ...(Oj ,Ok)}, an ontology chain is defined
as a sequence of ontologies, O1,O2, ...,On−1,On,
such that Oi is the previous version of Oi+1.



Set Of Attributes: 2) Similarity Measures, [Heflin,2000]

lexicographicSimilarity(Oi , Oj) =
|Voc(Oj)

⋂
Voc(Oj)|

max(|Voc(Oi )|, |Voc(Oj)|)

where Voc(Ok) is the normalized vocabulary VOC of the ontology
Ok , k=i,j.

syntacticSimilarity(Oi ,Oj) =
|Axioms(Oi )

⋂
Axioms(Oj)|

max(|Axioms(Oi )|, |Axioms(Oj)|)

where Axioms(Ok) is the set of normalized axioms of the ontology
Ok , k=i,j.



Set Of Attributes: 3) Ontology Versioning Pattern
Rules

R1 corresponds to the most straightforward case where there is
only one numerical difference between two URIs.

R2 corresponds to those cases where two numbers differ from one
URI to the other. The version information corresponds to a
version number, in which case the number on the left is more
significant.

R3,R4 correspond to those cases where two numbers differ from one
URI to the other. The version information corresponds to a
date including the year and month only, in which case, the
year is more significant.

R5,R6 correspond to the cases where three numerical differences
exist between the considered URIs, which is the representation
of dates using 3 numbers. Therefore, we define the rules
corresponding to dates, either in big or little endian form.
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Applying ML Classifiers: Generating Dataset

Training Set. It is used during the Training phase that is
responsible for building the classifier model MT .

Testing Set. It is used during the Testing phase that is
responsible for checking the accuracy of the model MT .

Validation Set. It is used during the Validation phase that is
in charge of evaluating the stability of the classifier.



Applying ML Classifiers: Performances

Classified(Correct). It indicates the number of tuples
correctly classified.

Classified(Incorrect). It indicates the number of tuples
incorrectly classified.



Applying ML Classifiers: Performances

Precision(PrevVersion): CPV∩EPV
CPV

Precision(NotPrevVersion). similarly, it indicates the
proportion of tuples correctly classified as NotPrevVersion
among all those that where classified as NotPrevVersion



Applying ML Classifiers: Performances

Recall(PrevVersion): CPV∩EPV
EPV .

Recall(NotPrevVersion). It similarly, indicates the
proportion of tuples classified as NotPrevVersion, among those
that were identified as NotPrevVersion in our evaluation.
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Figure: Blue colour represents pairs classified as versions by the Decision
Tree classifier and red colour are pairs which are not recognised as
versions.



Conclusion and Future Work

We proposed an approach to automatic identification of
ontology versions based on two steps.

The first step tackles the issue of selecting pair of ontologies
as candidate versions: we applied an ontology URIs based
mechanism

The second step deals with the issue of deciding whether the
selected pair of ontologies are versions or not: we applied
machine learning classifiers (SVM, precision 87%)

Future

Empirical point of view: discovering relevant patterns in
ontology evolution;

Practical point of view: supporting the users in browsing the
SWSE’s page of results.



Practical point of view




